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ABSTRACT
        The  variation  of  membrane  surface  and  lateral dif-
fusion   of  membrane  protein   was  studied after the inter-
action  of  laminin  with  its  membrane  receptor in mouse
macrophages.      A   pattern  of  membrane  surface  which
showed  smaller and   bigger  peaks  was obtained by scan-
ning tunneling microscope(STM), looking like the domains
of lipid groups and proteins in the  model of fluid mosaic
biomembrane.   Some  even  more  higher  and  wider  peaks
projected  out  from  the  membrane  surface  in  STM im-
age after the interacting of laminin with membrane recep-
tor were,  probably,  the complexes of  laminin and  mem-
brane receptor.   Furthermore,  the decreased  lateral dif-
fusion  coefficient value (D )  was obtained  by  fluorescence
recovery  after photobleaching (FRAP) after the laminin
was reacted with membrane receptor.   This phenomenon
provides  an  evidence that the complexes of laminin and
its membrane receptor were located on  the  membrane of
macrophages.    So  we  could  consider  that  the  laminin  is
combined  with  membrane  receptor  leading  to  the varia-
tion in the properties of membrane surface.
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INTRODUCTION

     When a ligand interacted with its receptor on the membrane, a series of changes
and responses on cell membrane and inside the cell  can be followed.  What interests
us is the change of the surface membrane pattern during such interaction. Laminin,
a  glycoprotein molecule constituting of  a cross  with a  long arm and  three shorter
arms  was  used  as  a  ligand[1,2]  to react  specifically  with  its  receptor,  an another
kind of glycoprotein molecule embe dded  in  the  membrane of mouse macrophage[3].
STM  and FR AP  were used  to  study  the variation  of structure state[4,5] and the
lateral diffusion of  protein on  membrane  surface  of macrophage,  hoping  to obtain
some useful information about the interaction of laminin and its membrane receptor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
      Laminin was purified from the Englebreth Holm Swarm (EHS) murine tumor of C57 Black mouse
obtained from  the Dept. of Cell Biology,  Beijing   Medical University. Peritoneal  macrophages were
isolated  from  Qun  Ming line  of  Swiss  mouse  by   procedures  as  described  by  Herscowitz  et  al[6].
FITC from Sigma Co.  U.S.A.  The carbon and gold  were supplied by  Electron Microscope  Labora-
tory, Beijing Medical University.  STM measurements were  done  in Beijing Laboratory of Vacuum
Physics, and  FRAP  measurements in the Institute of Biophysics, both of Academia Sinica, China.
Flow Cytometer (FCM) is a FACS 400 from Becton Dickinson Co.  U.S. A.

1.  STM measurement
      1.5 ml peritoneal macrophages were put  into  the incubation dishes at 37。C for 30 rain. The
macrophages  adhered  onto  the  bottom  of  the  dishes[6] were  suspended  in  1  ml 0. 9%  saline,  and
aliquots  of  1 ×  l08   cells/ ml were  used  as control and  experimental groups.    Laminin at  a  final
concentration of 50  μg /ml was  put into experimental groups and both incubated for 1 h, then the
free laminin was removed by 1,000 rpm centrifugation and washed with saline.
      STM  measurement was  made  according  to  procedures previousty described[4,5].   To  prepare
base-plate, cover-glasses  of 0.2 mm thickness were first covered with a 100 nm thin layer of carbon
and then a 25 nm gold layer was spray-gilded on the carbon.  The control and treated samples were
deposited  on two  different  base-plates,  and  dried  in air  shortly.  10  μl laminin solution (1 mg/ml)
was dropped  on  the third  base-plate  for  immediate measurement.   The above three base-plates
needs to be  fixed  with electron conducted  gel.   The  tungsten tips  were made  by electrochemical
etching.   All images of STM were taken  under  the  same  condition: Ut i p=200 mV, It i p =1 nA, room
temperature 22。C.
 
2. FRAP measurement
     1  ml sample  of 2×107  macrophages was  used as experimental group, with laminin added to a
final  concentration of 100  μg /ml; another  sample of 1 ml macrophages was  used as  control.   The
cells were  both incubated and laminin was removed as above.
     The membrane proteins and the  complexes of laminin and membrane receptor of the cells were
labeled with 0.2  ml FITC  (10  μg /ml ), incubated at 22。C for 30 min.  The free FITC was removed
by centrifugation and  cells were  throughtly washed  with saline.   The suspension  of experimental
and control cells were deposited on carrier-glass individually, put a  drop of 1:1 glycerine:  saline on
cells, then covered the samples with cover glass.  There were no spontaneous fluorescence in  both
carrier-glass and  cover  glass.
     The  value of lateral diffusion coefficient (D)  and  of  percentage of  recovery ( R) of  protein com-
plexes of laminin and its receptor on the membrane surface of macrophages were measured by FRAP
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as described previously[7].  The radius of laser beam used was 2.2  μm and time of photobleaching
was 25 ms at temperature 22。 C.

3.  FCM  measurement
    The laminin (1 mg/ml) was labeled with FITC (20 μg/ml) by dialysis against the 0.01 M PBS
buffer pH 7.4 to obtain FITC-laminin.
      To 5×106  macrophage cells/ml, 80 μl FITC-laminin in 0.   9% saline and then laminin at a final
concentration of  80  μg /ml  were added  and  reacted  at 37℃  for 1  h.   The free FITC-laminin was
removed as above. The treated macrophage sample was measured by FCM and individual fluores-
cence intensity of 10,000 cells were  sorted and  determined with FITCex 495 nm, FITCem 516 nm
at temperature 22℃[7].

RESULTS  AND DISCUSSION
1.  The pattern of base-plate as a control
    A STM grey-scale image of the surface of base-plate was shown in Fig 1 which
displayed a  smooth condition  of the gold surface.

                                                                      

Fig 1.

△

 A STM grey-scale image which
              indicated  an  even gold  surface  of
              base-plate.  X=Y  600 。A

2.  The STM image of a laminin molecule
     Fig 2 was a STM grey-scale image of a laminin molecule in liquid.  The shape of
laminin molecule was an asymmetry cross which was similar to the image obtained by
a special electron microscopy.  It has been demonstrated that the membrane receptor
of laminin interacted with  the cross part  of the  laminin molecule[1,2].  Sometimes,
the surface of four arms of laminin molecule was represented by non-continuous
points in grey-scale image because these arms may bend in the liquid.

3.  The membrane surface of macrophage and its change following the
    interaction of laminin with membrane receptor
    Fig 3 represented a STM grey-scale image of the membrane surface of a control
macrophage, displaying a number of bigger and smaller peaks. Although the mem-
brane was in a static state due to the slight drying of the sample, but we considered
that the smaller and  bigger peaks represented probably the different domain of lipid
groups and proteins according to the model of fluid mosaic biomembrane.
    A STM grey-scale image of membrane surface pattern of macrophage after its
treatment  with  laminin  was shown  in Fig  4  There  were some  even more  higher and
wider peaks projected out on the plane of membrane which might represent the com-
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Fig 2.  

△

 A STM grey-scale image of a
 laminin molecule which was sus-
 pended  in  0.9%  NaCl solution.

 A  long arm (arrow )  and three
 short  arm  (arrow  head  △)  of a
 laminin  molecule could be seen
 to  form a cross. X=Y 110 。A

Fig 3. △      A   STM   grey-scale   image   with
smaller (arrow 1) and bigger (arrow 2)
peaks  on   the  membrane  surface  of  a
macrophage.   X  =  Y  180  。A, Zmaχ =54
。A,  Zmin = 36 。A

plexes of laminin and its membrane receptor in aggregated state.  In this figure, some
long bands appeared and orientated  in  the  same  direction.   Whether  this pattern
is related  to  the non-bilayer arrangement of membrane phospholipid (PE) cannot
yet  be  answered.   Similar  result  was  observed  in  31p  NMR spectrum in the case
of ConA-receptor interaction in  macrophages[8], but further studies are needed to
resolve such a possibility.

Fig 4. 

△

   A  STM  grey-scale  image  of  the  com-
  plexes (arrow 3) of laminin and membrane
  receptor,  but  its  size  was  much enlarged
  due   possibly   to  some   receptor  aggrega-
  tion after laminin molecules were combined

with membrane receptor on a macrophage.
X=Y  180 。A,  Zmaχ   =101。A , Zm i n  = 54 。A

4.  The variation of  D and  R  of macrophage membrane protein after
     the interaction between laminin and membrane receptor

     Tab 1  summarized  the  value  of  the  lateral  diffusion  coefficient   (D)   and recov-
ery  percentage  ( R)  of  the  membrane  proteins  of   the control and  laminin treated
macrophages.
     The decrease of D  value in laminin treated macrophages meant that the speed of
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lateral diffusion of the complexes of laminin and membrane receptor became slower
due to  the increment of their molecular size.  On the contrary, the R value of mem-
brane proteins was increased  in these  cells.  Possibly, some complexes had  a slow
lateral diffusion and acted as non-moving molecules  in the area of photobleaching.
     We considered that the result of the decrease of the lateral diffusion of membrane
protein complexes in laminin-treated macrophages is in fully accordance with the
appearance of more big peaks in these cells as shown in STM image Fig 4.
     The interaction of the laminin and membrane receptor may be further evidenced
from the curve of Fig 5, in which the distribution of laminin combined receptors
in the membrane of individual macrophages was represented. We can see that ,the
fluorescence intensity is not  equal among individual group of living macrophages due
to their difference in the number of laminin receptors.

 Tab. 1
                                                              

MacroPhage
sample          Cell number     D(× 10– 9  cm2 / s             R(%) 

 

control                   48                  33.070±3.973           30.445±14.531
experimental

    (＋ laminin)               59                 8.475 ±1.537       46.449±22.9.09
 

          t  test                                              p  ＜0.01                p ＜  0.01
 

Fig 5. 

△

   A curve obtained by  FCM, in-
dicating  the  distribution  of  fluo-
rescence intensity among individual
macrophages  after,  their  combina-
tion with FITC-labeled laminin.
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